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Improving Retention By Engaging Talent

39% of executives have considered walking away from their new role in their first 
three months.  Onboarding is the process of planning, supporting, teaching, guiding 
and leading either a new recruit or current team member to a winning performance 
in the quickest possible time. Typically the process of achieving this is left to leaders 
and managers that do not have enough time. Our onboarding process removes this 
challenge leaving you to reap the benefits of having this person performing much 
sooner and staying far longer.



Improving Retention By Engaging Talent

For many organisations, finding the right staff to recruit is only half the battle, ensuring 
they are happy and remain in your business can be just as difficult. 

Research shows that 39% of executives have considered walking away in their first 
three months, and only 48% feel they fit their organisation well.

Our onboarding services are designed to help you buck this trend and ensure the talent 
you work so hard to attract works hard (and happily) for you. We can increase retention 
by making sure that your new executives are well aligned with your company and 
settled in their role, accelerating performance so they become a positive contributor in 
optimum time.

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Our Onboarding Services

Onboarding

The Onboarding Plan – our onboarding process starts with a comprehensive plan 
detailing all the steps, relationships and lessons that are needed to help a new 
employee achieve peak performance in the shortest possible time. 

Immersion Learning – failure to learn about the organisation and its products/
services is often the cause of a new recruit floundering. We help them understand 
the required learning to be successful in their new role.

Personal Upgrade – we’ll help you prevent the two biggest downfalls for a new 
senior employee (the belief that their prior experience will continue to produce 
the required level of achievement, and not consciously executing an upgrade plan 
from the outset).

Marry Strategy with Business Imperative – we help new recruits or transferees 
understand the goals and major challenges of your business and develop 
successful strategies to achieve business imperatives.

Early Wins and Achievement – a new recruit needs early wins to gain traction, 
enhance credibility and build momentum in their role. We’ll help them develop a 
habit of success, create value and improve onboarding payback.

Cultivating Relationships – forming positive relationships has a major influence 
on the success of a new employee. We advise each recruit and leader on the 
relationships required and develop a written, proactive relationship plan.

To improve retention in your business contact us, find out 
more about our onboarding services: 



Planning For Great Performance



Planning For Great Performance

Clarity Of The Outcome – like any good plan, first understanding what outcomes 
you desire is essential to enable you to plot the milestones for someone being 
onboarded and successful in the agreed period. The benefit of this part of the plan 
is that there is no ambiguity of what success in the onboarding process looks like.

The Important Milestones And Timings – each plan has key milestones along its 
timeline allowing us to track the performance of the plan and the new recruit. This 
gives us the opportunity to re-plan where necessary, in order to achieve the overall 
outcome of the onboarding plan.

Key Personnel Buy In  –  a new recruits success or failure will largely be down 
to the support they get from the key personnel that are already in the business. 
Whether that be people that they will have to engage with regularly or if it’s other 
employee’s whose influence is imperative to the new recruits success, so getting 
their buy in to the plan is crucial to its success. We help the new recruit to develop 
their plan to achieve buy in.

The Pre Boarding Process – prior to the new recruit starting, a lot can be 
achieved and agreed with the pre boarding process. The pre boarding process is 
where we make sure that all the foundations are in place prior to the start date of 
the new recruit. This will include activities for both employer and employee.

Systems And Technology Requirements – all recruits will require some level of 
technology to carry out the function they have been employed for. In many cases 
they will be using operating software and systems that they are not familiar with. 
The onboarding plan will include the correct level of training and orientation with 
the technology, systems and processes.

Ongoing Tracking System – it’s no good just writing a plan and then seeing how 
things are at the end of the time period, it’s important to have a tracking system 
that measures their performance at every stage of the plan. We include designing 
a bespoke, ongoing measurement and accountability system that makes sure the 
person being onboarded is on track.

Start planning for great performance today, get in touch:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

The Onboarding Plan

The key to the success of a new person into a new position is the support they 
get when they move into that position. The onboarding process starts with a 
comprehensive plan detailing all the steps, relationships and lessons that are needed 
to reach a great performance in the shortest possible time.



Accelerated Understanding 



When a new recruit flounders, failure to learn is almost always a factor. The other key 
factor is a lack of building essential relationships. Interestingly, credibility within the 
relationships is predicated by learning and understanding. We support the new recruits 
in the process of building a plan to help them understand the required learning to be 
successful in the new role.

Clear Understanding Of The Expectations – too many new recruits fail to learn 
enough about their new organisation and go on to make costly assumptions, 
such as believing that because certain tactics or actions worked in their previous 
positions that they should automatically be applied here. It is essential to figure out 
what knowledge is required, and with our help they will then learn it as rapidly as 
possible.

Identify The Benefits Of The Individuals Experience – whilst failure to learn 
about the new organisation and in turn applying previous unqualified tactics can 
cause ill-informed decision making, it is also wrong to assume that their previous 
experiences cannot benefit the company. We must understand the individuals past 
and how these tactics can be harnessed to enable early results.

Identify The Individuals Weaknesses – with every individual there will be a range 
of behaviours and skills that they either do or don’t possess. These can present a 
weakness in the new recruits ability to be successful. We must identify these, so 
we can support the development of them in order to meet the requirements in the 
new role.

Create A Learning Plan – there is a deluge of information to acquire and then 
assimilate, but what should be focussed on and in what detail will formulate 
the “learning plan”. This plan will list the process of learning that is required to 
develop the behaviours and skills necessary for the new recruit to be successful 
in the new role.

Create A Key Business Information Pack – in order for the new recruit to be able 
to take on board all the information required, it’s useful for it to be presented in an 
effective way. We pull together an information pack that contains all the relevant 
data, statistics and detail that they need to achieve the learning plan.

Rapid Business Assessment Tool – few managers have experience of 
systematically examining an organisation, one of the tools we have developed to 
help structure information that diagnoses the division or department is the Rapid 
Business Assessment Tool. We use this as part of our onboarding plan to support 
the new recruits learning.

Immersion Learning

To accelerate your new starters understanding of your 
organisation, call us today: 



Growing Into The Role



Growing Into The Role

Help your new starter grow into their role by contacting 
us now:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk

Personal Upgrade

EQI Emotional Intelligence Assessment – as certified practitioners in the EQI 
emotional intelligence tool we use it to define an executives current emotional 
intelligence strengths and weaknesses. We then develop a coaching programme 
that will gain the required emotional behaviours needed to lead your business in 
the environment they are now in.

Develop Your Support Structure – to create a robust support structure for the new 
recruit we have to identify and validate key influencers, mentors, advisors, political 
council. We then initiate networking and relationship building activities that are the 
ideal support structure for success.

Skills Gap Analysis – every new role requires additional or upgraded skills in order 
for the new recruit to truly be successful in the role. We must first agree the skill 
levels required for the role and then identify the missing skills or the improvements to 
their current skills that need enhancing. We produce a gap analysis that lays out the 
training that the new recruit must take, in order to assume the new role effectively. 

Behaviour Traits Gap Analysis – it’s not only an enhancement of skills that are 
necessary to be successful in the new role but it will be as important to develop 
and improve the behaviours of the individual that takes it. Through gap analysis 
we will establish what behaviours are required and the coaching process to 
improve them. 

Develop Key Soft Skills – after we have established the gaps in behaviours 
we work to develop the required soft skills improvement, through a soft skills 
improvement plan. We then guide the new recruit on how and when to use those 
behaviours, achieving the optimum outcomes in their new role.

Implement The Changes – the purpose of personal upgrade is to make the 
changes required to achieve the goals written in the onboarding plan. We then 
provide support and accountability through one on one coaching sessions, either 
face to face or over the phone, we do this to drive the new skills and behaviours 
into the new recruits activities.

“What got you here won’t get you there”. The biggest downfall for a new senior 
employee is the belief that their prior knowledge experience will continue to produce 
the required level of achievement. So not consciously executing a relationship/network 
building/upgrade plan from the outset only increases the chance of failure. Our 
personal upgrade process will negate these problems from happening.



Putting Things Into Perspective



Putting Things Into Perspective

Understanding the ‘business imperative’ (goal or major challenge) is central to our 
onboarding process. Each situation poses varying challenges and opportunities, all 
requiring a different strategy. It is essential for the recruit or transferee to adapt to the 
context of the situation they face. A detailed understanding of the direction the company 
is heading in enables appropriate strategies to be developed and wins to be gained.

Marry Strategy With Business Imperatives

To help you help them to get things into perspective, 
contact us now:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Understanding The Long Term Strategic Goals – it is important for the new entrant 
or recruit to understand the long term goals of the business in order to align their 
planning process correctly. They will be unable to effectively plan without this 
understanding. Our role is to make sure the individual has a perfect interpretation 
of the businesses long term plan. 

Determine Business Imperative – whilst they will have a clear understanding of 
the long term plans and objectives, it is very common that there are a handful 
of shorter term objectives key to the delivery of short term success for both the 
individual and the business. It is these short term goals that are the business 
imperatives. This makes understanding them key to the onboarding process.

SWOT The New Hirer – in order to get the very best from the individual, having a 
clear understanding of what their strengths and weaknesses are is very important. 
As well as this it’s key to understand the opportunities that the individual can bring. 
With every new employment there is also risk associated with a new entrant or 
recruit, we must be aware of what these threats could be, this is why we SWOT 
the new hire, so as to get a really good understanding in all areas.

Develop The Plan – we work with you and the individual to develop a written 
learning and doing plan, which should be consistent with the business imperatives 
and company strategy.

Skills Training – it is unrealistic to think that the individual will have all the 
prerequisite skills to perform the new role perfectly or in fact deliver the business 
imperatives in the onboarding stage. We make sure the correct skills training is 
identified and delivered at the appropriate stages.

Ongoing Mentoring Support – most importantly guidance and support is required 
right through every stage of the onboarding process, so we provide the most 
appropriate mentor for this stage, guiding the individual when delivering on the 
business imperatives.



Success Breeds Success



Gaining traction, enhancing credibility, building momentum in the new role requires 
the new recruit to get some early wins. Being successful needs to become a habit 
for both the new recruit and their team, as small early wins build confidence trust and 
acceptance. If done well, early wins help create value and improved onboarding payback.

Who Are The Stakeholders – with every onboarding process, we must correctly 
identify all the stakeholders that can help the new recruit and their team deliver the 
early wins. Their influence, support and acceptance are vital to them succeeding.

What Does Success Look Like – we make sure that there is clarity of the early 
stages of success and achievement, this must be created in order for the new 
recruit and stake holders to buy in. Then everyone can identify when the ongoing 
improvements are achieved. This clarity will provide a very simple platform for the 
new recruit to work to.

Develop A Prioritized Plan –  a step by step SMART plan will be developed, not 
only to give clarity but also riffle like focus to all the new recruits early stage 
activities, this reduces the chance of distraction and early underperformance.

Getting The Right Tools In Place – every new entrant and recruit will require a 
certain set of tools to support them in gaining early achievement and success. It is 
our responsibility, together with the business, to identify these tools and make sure 
they are in place and suitable for delivering the prioritised plan.

Making It Happen And Deliver On Your Action Plan – once the plan is written, 
stakeholders bought in and tools provided, then it’s about the new recruit delivering 
on the plan one step at a time. We make sure that every barrier to success is 
removed and accountability is understood.

Ongoing Review And Support – it is very common, that in most organisations, new 
recruits or entrants are left to deliver on their own, without consistent re-alignment 
and review. During this phase and all other phases, the process of ongoing review 
and support will be given. This cuts the chances of early failures and disengagement.

Early Wins And Achievement

To find out how to breed success, call us now:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@



Building A Support Structure

Forming positive relationships in the new role plays a huge, but unappreciated part of the 
overall success of the new employee. It is an area often delayed to the detriment of the 
recruit as it is either outside their comfort zone or viewed as happening in due course, 
we advise each recruit and leader on the relationships required and develop a written 
pro-active relationship plan.



Understand Your Key Stakeholders – our onboarding process accelerates 
relationship development by guiding new recruits in building relationship networks 
through a series of proactive engagements. These engagements will be with 
both internal and external stakeholders. These engagements will give them the 
understanding of what’s important to each of them as individuals, helping the new 
recruit to build a solid stakeholder plan.

Build Your Stakeholder Game Plan – to avoid early setbacks and relationship issues, 
a detailed plan of how those new and important relationships should be built is 
written. With our support and experience the plan will include all the engagements 
and activities required to bring stake holders on-board and make them supportive.

Identify Internal And External Influencers – outside of the key stakeholders, 
the new recruit will need relationships with a range of key internal and external 
influencers, as they will also need to be engaged in a positive way. These can range 
from influential industry bodies, industry journalists to other department or divisional 
leaders. We will work with the new recruit and your business to identify and plan for 
these relationship building activities.

Review And Adapt Your Style – we recognise that in order to create positive and 
supportive relationships we may need to change our normal style of interaction 
and communication. Sometimes cultural differences in businesses will require the 
new recruit to change and adapt their standard way of operating. Where this is the 
case we work out through the ongoing process of engagement and communication, 
where the new recruit will need to adapt and change.

Mentoring And Support Plan – through this whole process the new recruit or entrant 
must be given the correct level of support and mentoring. The mentoring and support 
plan identifies what is needed and who it is going to come from, thus providing them 
with a range of “go to places” during the onboarding process.

Ongoing Alignment – the ongoing alignment of the individual takes place 
through the process of mentoring, this is important as it will keep them on track, 
successfully delivering the very best return on investment, as well as avoiding any 
potential early setbacks.

Cultivating Relationships

To begin building a support structure for new starters, get 
in touch today: 

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@
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